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This work presents an improved thin film approximation to extract the optical conductivity from

infrared transmittance in a simple yet accurate way. This approximation takes into account the

incoherent reflections from the backside of the substrate. These reflections are shown to have a

significant effect on the extracted optical conductivity and hence on derived parameters as carrier

mobility and density. By excluding the backside reflections, the error for these parameters for

typical chemical vapor deposited (CVD) graphene on a silicon substrate can be as high as 17% and

45% for the carrier mobility and density, respectively. For the mid- and near-infrared, the

approximation can be simplified such that the real part of the optical conductivity is extracted

without the need for a parameterization of the optical conductivity. This direct extraction is shown

for Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) transmittance measurements of CVD graphene on silicon in

the photon energy range of 370–7000 cm�1. From the real part of the optical conductivity, the

carrier density, mobility, and number of graphene layers are determined but also residue,

originating from the graphene transfer, is detected. FTIR transmittance analyzed with the improved

thin film approximation is shown to be a non-invasive, easy, and accurate measurement and

analysis method for assessing the quality of graphene and can be used for other 2-D materials.
VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4889852]

The infrared optical conductivity of graphene has recently

gained interest because it proves to be an interesting property

for photonic applications such as plasmonics and terahertz

sources, detectors, and modulators, beam splitters, switches,

filters, and tunable lasers.1–6 Theoretical studies on the real

part of the infrared optical conductivity, r1, show that it has

three general characteristics for roughly three energy

ranges.7–12 In the near-infrared (NIR) (for non-zero tempera-

tures), it has the universal value of r0 ¼ e2=ð4�hdÞ �
1:82 � 105 S=m (d¼ 3.35 Å, the thickness of graphene). In the

mid-infrared (MIR), it has a non-zero conductivity below the

energy of Pauli blocking at 2EF, and in the far-infrared (FIR)

it has a Drude free carrier response. These signatures have

been observed experimentally in a broad variety of IR-

spectroscopy studies.6,13–25 Some of these studies showed

how the Drude response and/or EF depend on, e.g., gat-

ing,16,20,23 doping,25 buffer layers,6,17 and annealing23 or used

them to extract the mobility and/or carrier density.16,19,22,25

Since the mobility is a key parameter for the quality of graphene,

IR-spectroscopy can be a very useful technique for assessing the

quality of large area graphene (i.e., chemical vapor deposited

(CVD) and epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide (SiC)).25

Moreover, IR spectroscopy is fast and non-invasive compared to

making Hall-bar devices, or field effect transistors or using the

van der Pauw method to measure the carrier mobility.

In this work, it is shown how the carrier mobility, den-

sity, and number of layers of CVD graphene can be found

from transmittance data of a benchtop Fourier transform

infrared (FTIR) spectrometer with a common photon energy

range of 370–7000 cm�1. Since in this range silicon is almost

fully transparent, it is chosen as the substrate material. The

carrier mobility, density, and number of layers are

determined from the real part of the optical conductivity, r1,

which is extracted from the transmittance data in a thin film

approximation. This allows r1 to be shown in such detail

that residue can be detected from the graphene transfer pro-

cess to the silicon substrate. This is an important side result

since the residue has a negative effect on graphene’s elec-

tronic properties and hinders further processing of graphene,

such as hydrogenation or growth of adlayers. Although there

are earlier experimental studies of the optical conductivity of

CVD graphene,6,16,17,19,22–24 those that use thin film approxi-

mations, ignore backside reflections. It is shown that these

reflections should be taken into account for an accurate

determination of the optical conductivity. Therefore, a thin

film approximation is derived for the transmittance that

includes incoherent backside reflection and is valid through-

out the whole IR.

Transmittance data of a multilayer system of graphene,

possible interlayer(s), and a substrate should, in principle, be

analyzed with the Fresnel equations to determine the optical

conductivity. However, since the thickness of graphene is

much smaller than the wavelength in the infrared, i.e.,

d=k� 1, approximations can be used instead. These approx-

imations are mostly reported for the substrate-normalized

transmittance. This is the normal incidence transmittance of

a two-layer system of a transparent substrate and a film, Tsf,

divided by that of the bare substrate, Ts. The benefit of nor-

malizing to the substrate’s transmittance is that the substrate

thickness and common systematic measurement errors are

cancelled out.26 The substrate’s influence is, however, not

completely divided out since there is still its refractive index,

ns, involved, as is shown in the following approximation

commonly used in literature:19,21–23,25

0003-6951/2014/105(1)/013105/5/$30.00 VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC105, 013105-1
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Tsf

Ts
� 1� 2

1þ ns
Z0r1d; (1)

where Z0 ¼ 1=ðe0cÞ is the vacuum impedance (�377X).

Equation (1) can be found from the linear expansion in d=k
of the substrate-normalized transmittance where Tsf is

expressed by the exact closed formula for the normal inci-

dence transmittance of a thin film on a semi-infinite transpar-

ent substrate.27 Ts simply follows from this closed formula

by setting the film thickness to zero. The closed formula for

Tsf is expressed in the refractive index, n, and extinction

coefficient, k of the thin film. The linear expansion therefore

yields, in principle, a term in n and k: 4pnkd=k which, how-

ever, can be rewritten to Z0r1d, yielding Eq. (1). The fact

that d=k becomes ever smaller than one at longer wave-

lengths suggests that Eq. (1) becomes a better approximation

going further in the FIR. However, while d=k itself decreases

for longer wavelengths, there are higher order terms in d=k
that increase such that they contribute significantly to Tsf/Ts.

These higher order terms can again be rewritten in higher

order terms of not only the product Z0r1d but also Z0r2d
(with r2 the imaginary part of the complex optical conduc-

tivity: r ¼ r1 � ir2). For graphene in the MIR and NIR,

however, both Z0r1d � 1 and Z0r2d � 1; and therefore,

Eq. (1) can be used in this range. Note that in a part of the

NIR/visible Z0r1d ¼ Z0r0d ¼ pa � 0:023, with r0 ¼
e2=ð4�hdÞ the universal optical conductivity and a the fine

structure constant.

In the FIR range for graphene, where it does not hold

that Z0r1d � 1 and Z0r2d � 1, the following approxima-

tion28,29 is commonly used:6,13,15,24,25,30

Tsf

Ts
� j1þ Z0rd= 1þ nsð Þj�2: (2)

This approximation also assumes d=k� 1 and a semi-

infinite substrate but is derived in a different way (see sup-

plementary material31): the approximation is done in terms

of r and not expressed in n and k. Due to this, Eq. (2) is valid

in the whole IR range. Above it was found that Eq. (1) only

holds if Z0r1d � 1 and Z0r2d � 1. Equation (1) can there-

fore also be found from Eq. (2) by taking its first order in

both Z0r1d and Z0r2d.

Equations (1) and (2) are derived for a thin film on a

semi-infinite substrate, which means that the reflections of

the backside of the substrate are not taken into account.

However, in general double side polished substrates are

used, which have two plane parallel faces to ensure the maxi-

mum possible intensity of the transmitted light by avoiding

light scattering. Light therefore also reflects from the back-

side. The coherence length of the light can be such that these

reflections cause interference fringes which can appear in the

FTIR-spectrum, depending on the measurement resolution.

However, here it is assumed that the backside reflections are

incoherent, i.e., that the resolution is chosen such that it is

not high enough to resolve these fringes.

It will be shown that for low refractive index materials,

such as quartz in the NIR/MIR, Eq. (1) is a fair approxima-

tion. However, for higher refractive index materials such as

quartz in the FIR ðns � 2:14Þ, SiC (ns � 2:55, except in the

range of multi-phonon absorptions: 700–1600 cm�1), and

silicon ðns � 3:44Þ, it will be shown that backside reflections

should be taken into account. Therefore, Eq. (2) is extended

in this work by including incoherent backside reflections

(see supplementary material31)

Tsf

Ts
� ð1þ q Z0jrjdð Þ2 þ qþ 1=2ð ÞZ0r1dÞ�1; (3)

with q ¼ 1

2 n2
sþ1ð Þ. In the NIR/MIR, the following approxima-

tion32 can be used:

Tsf

Ts
� 1� qþ 1=2ð ÞZ0r1d: (4)

Equation (4) is found in a similar way as Eq. (2), except that

Tsf is now expressed by the closed formula for the transmit-

tance for a thin film on a finite transparent substrate (i.e.,

including incoherent backside reflections).33 Again Ts fol-

lows simply from this closed formula by setting the film

thickness to zero. Eq. (4) can also be found from Eq. (3) if

its first order in both Z0r1d and Z0r2d is taken, similar to

how Eq. (1) followed from Eq. (2).

The benefit of Eqs. (1) and (4) is that they allow a direct

extraction of r1 from Tsf/Ts, whereas the Fresnel equations

require r to be parameterized. Not only is the direct extrac-

tion of r1 faster but also shows r1 without imposing a certain

parameterized spectral shape.

The significance of the effect of the backside reflections in

the MIR/NIR can be determined by the relative difference

between r1 from Eq. (1) and r1 from Eq. (4). This is equivalent

to the relative difference between the prefactors of the term

Z0r1d in Eqs. (4) and (1), which yields ðns � 1Þ3=4ðn2
s þ 1Þ.

For quartz this difference is on average only 1%, however, for

SiC this becomes 12%, and for silicon 28%. Both Mou et al.22

and Lee et al.19 use Eq. (1) for graphene on silicon in (the

MIR), and Yan et al.25 use Eq. (1) for graphene on SiC (in the

NIR/MIR). These works therefore underestimate the influence

of the backside reflections, which results in an incorrect r1 and

as a consequence also in incorrect derived parameters such as

carrier density and mobility, as will be shown below. The

underestimation also affects the number of graphene layers:

single layer graphene on, e.g., silicon would yield approxi-

mately 1.3 graphene layers using Eq. (1).

Equations (2) and (3), in contrast to Eqs. (1) and (4),

need a parameterization for r to extract it. As a common

parameterization for the intraband optical conductivity (i.e.,

mostly in the FIR), the Drude response6,16,17,19,20,25 is used

or Drude-like responses.13,15,21,23 The Drude response can be

written as

r xð Þ ¼ iD

pd xþ iCð Þ ; (5)

where D is the Drude weight, x is the frequency, and C is the

scattering rate. The Drude weight is expressed as

D ¼ ðe2=�h2ÞEF with EF ¼ �hvF

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pjnj

p
, where vF is the Fermi

velocity and n is the carrier density. The Fermi velocity is

depending on the carrier concentration34 but is almost constant

in the n¼ 1012cm�2 range, which is the typical range for CVD

graphene. For the value of the Fermi velocity, the commonly

used value of vF � 1:0 � 106 m=s is assumed. The carrier

013105-2 Weber, Bol, and van de Sanden Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 013105 (2014)
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density and mobility l are related to the DC-conductivity as

rDC ¼ nel=d. Since rDC¼rð0Þ; rð0Þ¼D=ðpdCÞ¼nel=d.

Combining all these identities allows r1 (units of S/m) to be

expressed in n and l

r1 ~vð Þ ¼ nel=d

1þ nl2pc2~v2
; (6)

where c ¼ hc=ðevFÞ. Other than with Eq. (6) the carrier den-

sity can also be determined from the energy 2EF at which the

Pauli blocking occurs. This energy can be found from the

minimum in the imaginary part of the optical conductivity,

r2.20 The Drude weight calculated from this carrier density

was first reported to disagree with the weight as found from

the Drude fit,16,25 but later shown to agree.6,35 In this work,

it is assumed that the Drude weights, and hence n, for both

methods agree and therefore Eq. (6) is used. Equation (6)

applies only to the Drude response part of our measured

spectrum (i.e., approximately 370–1000 cm�1). For the inter-

band conductivity, in roughly the range of 1000–7000 cm�1,

two Lorentz curves20 are used just for curve-fitting. Since

the Lorentz and Drude curves are Kramers-Kronig consist-

ent, it allows r2 to be determined from r1.

The significance of the backside reflections in the FIR

cannot be determined in the same way as was done for Eqs.

(1) and (4) in the MIR/NIR. For the FIR the difference

between Eqs. (2) and (3) depends on r, and therefore needs

values for n and l. As an example, n and l are therefore

extracted from the FIR transmittance measurements of typi-

cal CVD graphene on quartz from Yan et al.6 by fitting the

full Fresnel equations, in combination with Eq. (5), to

their data. For the carrier density and mobility, the following

values are found: nYan � 1:1� 1013 cm�2 and lYan � 1:5
�103 cm2V�1s�1. These values for nYan and lYan are then

compared with n and l found from fitting the combination of

Eqs. (3) and (6). This is not only done for the case of gra-

phene on a quartz substrate but also for a silicon and a SiC

substrate. Since for the latter two cases no real Tsf /Ts data

exist, they are simulated using full Fresnel equations and

using Eq. (5) with nYan and lYan. For all three substrates, the

n and l, fitted with Eq. (3), show nearly identical results

compared to nYan and lYan. However, when Eq. (2) is used,

it is found that the mobility is underestimated compared to

lYan by 3.6%, 7.4%, and 17% for quartz, SiC, and silicon,

respectively. The carrier density is found to be overestimated

by Eq. (2) by 7.6%, 17%, and 45% for quartz, SiC, and sili-

con, respectively. This shows that backside reflections make

also a significant difference in the FIR. Therefore, Eq. (3)

should be used to determine the optical conductivity and sub-

sequently extracted Drude parameters from FIR substrate-

normalized transmittance.

In this work, the transmittance is measured of CVD gra-

phene on silicon, and of the bare silicon substrate in the

range of 370–7000 cm�1 with a 16 cm�1 resolution (to avoid

resolving substrate interference fringes) and averaged over

1000 scans. A common benchtop FTIR spectrometer (Bruker

Tensor 27) is used with a potassium bromide beam splitter

and a deuterated triglycine sulfate detector. The aperture is

set to 3 mm and the chamber is purged with nitrogen. The

large-area CVD graphene (1� 1 cm) is grown and

transferred to the substrate, in a similar way as reported by

Li et al.36 The silicon substrate is double side polished with

a thickness of 300 lm (float zone, n-type, q ¼ 1� 5 X � cm).

Silicon is used as a substrate because it is transparent

throughout the whole IR except for some small phonon

absorptions around ~v ¼ 600 cm�1.37 This is in contrast to

SiC and quartz that have a band of such large absorptions in

the MIR that Eq. (4) cannot be used where the absorptions

occur.

In Fig. 1, the real part of the optical conductivity, as

found from our transmittance measurements and Eq. (4), is

shown in units of the universal optical conductivity and as a

function of the photon energy. The three characteristics

described above can be recognized: (1) near ~v ’
7000 cm�1 r1 equals r0, indicating monolayer graphene, (2)

between ~v ’ 370� 1000 cm�1 there is the tail of the Drude

response, (3) r1 decreases due to Pauli blocking from

approximately ~v ’ 6000 cm�1 to a non-zero minimum at

~v ’ 2000 cm�1. Besides these features, two others can be

observed: (1) at ~v ’ 610 cm�1 r1 shows a very small peak

that can be attributed to the strongest of silicon’s phonon

peaks, showing the negligible influence of the substrate, and

(2) the inset in Fig. 1 is the fit residual in the range of

1000–3000 cm�1 and is shown to accentuate a band of

absorption peaks that can be assigned to the presence of a re-

sidual layer of PMMA from the graphene transfer process.

The most notable peaks are those at ~v ’ 1730 cm�1 for the

C¼O stretching mode, at ~v ’ 1150 cm�1 for the CH2 bend-

ing mode, and the peaks around ~v ’ 3000 cm�1 for the C-H

stretching modes. The directly extracted r1 of Fig. 1 is sub-

sequently fitted with Eq. (6) to extract the carrier mobility

and density. This fit is shown in red (color online). The blue

curve (color online) is r1 as extracted from Eq. (1), i.e., if

backside reflections are ignored. Comparing the blue and

black curve shows the significant influence of the backside

reflections.

Since the FTIR used in this work does not acquire data

further in the IR than 370 cm�1, only the tail of the Drude

FIG. 1. The real part of the optical conductivity of graphene on silicon as

found from Eq. (4), and as found from Eq. (1) (blue), and the Drude-Lorentz fit

(red), using Eq. (6) and two Lorentz-curves, as a function of photon energy.

The inset shows the fit residual in the range of 1000–3000 cm–1 which shows a

band of absorption peaks of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) residue from

the transfer process, most notably the C¼O stretching mode at 1730 cm�1.

013105-3 Weber, Bol, and van de Sanden Appl. Phys. Lett. 105, 013105 (2014)
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response can be measured. The size of this tail determines

how uniquely Eq. (6) can be fitted to the data, i.e., how sensi-

tive the fit is to n and l. The sensitivity for n at a certain

energy depends on whether nl2pc2~v � 1 because then

Eq. (6) reduces to r1ð~vÞ � e=ldpc2~v2 and the dependence

on (and therefore also the sensitivity to) n has become negli-

gible. The sensitivity to l, however, remains high regardless

of the size of n, and stresses the need to have r1 extracted

correctly since otherwise the fitted mobility is easily over -or

underestimated. The mobility for the transmittance data of

Fig. 1 can be uniquely fitted as l � 2:9 � 103 cm2V�1s�1.

However, the sensitivity to n is too low and is therefore not

fitted uniquely. Therefore, n is calculated from 2EF, i.e., the

minimum of r2, and found to be n � 4:5� 1012 cm–2.

In the data analysis above Eq. (4) is used, which is

derived for a two-layer system of a transparent substrate and

a thin film. In practice, however, the silicon substrate has

small phonon absorptions37 and has a native oxide layer of

about 2 nm on both sides. Also, the graphene is covered with

a thin layer of PMMA residue after dissolving the PMMA in

acetone after the transfer, and this residue is typically about

3 nm.38 The influence of these three non-idealities in the op-

tical model on the extracted is determined as follows. First,

r1 is extracted from Eq. (4) by taking for Tsf the simulated

transmittance of the stack PMMA/graphene/native-oxide/sil-

icon(with absorptions)/native-oxide and taking for Ts the

stack native-oxide/silicon(with absorptions)/native-oxide.

Then again r1 is extracted but this time by taking the stack

graphene/silicon(without absorptions) as Tsf and silicon(-

without absorptions) as Ts. In the simulation of the transmit-

tance, the optical constants of native-oxide are assumed to

be equal to those of thermal silicon dioxide. For the optical

constants of silicon without absorptions, the extinction coef-

ficient is set to zero. However, its refractive index is still

assumed dispersive.37 The optical constants of PMMA were

determined separately from transmittance of a 90 nm spin-

coated PMMA film on silicon. For graphene the optical con-

ductivity, as found above, is taken as an example in the sim-

ulation. The comparison between the two extracted r1

spectra shows the following. The effects of both the silicon

phonon absorptions and native oxide are found to be negligi-

ble (at most 0.1% at ~v ’ 610 cm�1 where the strongest sili-

con phonon peak is). For the 3 nm PMMA layer it is found

that it does not perturb the overall Drude-Lorentz shape of

graphene. In fact, r1 in Fig. 1 can be regarded as a linear

super-position of r1 of PMMA and r1 of bare graphene. This

is due to the low refractive index of PMMA (n � 1.5). Since

also its absorptions are small compared to the overall Drude-

Lorentz shape of graphene, the PMMA layer does not alter

the fit of Eq. (6) significantly. Altogether this means that de-

spite not having a two-layer system in practice, Eq. (4) can

still be used to accurately extract r1 of graphene, and to

detect PMMA residue, and that Eq. (6) can still be applied to

subsequently extract carrier mobility and density.

The accuracy of the approximations of Eqs. (3) and (4)

is determined by comparing r1 as extracted from these equa-

tions with r1 as found from the full Fresnel equations. The

simulations for Tsf and Ts are done for the idealized two-

layer system of graphene and silicon (with dispersion for the

refractive index but without absorptions). Silicon is chosen,

instead of quartz or SiC, since its high refractive index

causes the backside reflections to be most prominent. It

therefore yields an upper limit for the deviation between the

full Fresnel equations and Eqs. (3) and (4). Values for r1 are

required for the comparison. Therefore for the FIR, in the

range of 1–300 cm�1, the above example is used, and for the

MIR/NIR in the range of 370–7000 cm�1 our own measure-

ments are used. For Eq. (4), the deviation reaches a maxi-

mum at 2% at ~v ¼ 370 cm�1, and only 1% at

~v ¼ 7000 cm�1. This translates to a maximum deviation in

only l, of 2%, and none in n. For Eq. (3), the maximum devi-

ation, using ns � 3:42, is at 300 cm�1 and is only 0.01%,

which results in negligible deviations in n and l.

In summary, an accurate compact approximation is pre-

sented for the Fresnel equations of the normal incidence

substrate-normalized infrared transmittance of a thin film on a

transparent substrate, including incoherent backside reflections

and expressed in terms of the optical conductivity. It is shown

that the backside reflections of the substrate can have a signifi-

cant effect on the extracted optical conductivity and subsequent

derived parameters, depending on the refractive index of the

substrate. For the MIR and NIR the approximation is further

simplified, which allows extracting the real part of the optical

conductivity directly without parameterizing it first. This sim-

plified approximation is used for transmittance measurements

of CVD graphene on silicon performed with a common bench

top FTIR spectrometer in the MIR and NIR. From the extracted

optical conductivity both carrier density and mobility, layer num-

ber, and PMMA residue are determined. It is shown that, despite

not having an ideal two-layer system in practice, the approxima-

tions can still be used to accurately extract r1, and derived

parameters, of graphene. Altogether a simple yet accurate mea-

surement and analysis method is demonstrated, which allows

assessing the quality of large area graphene in a non-invasive

way, and could be applied to other 2-D materials as well.
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